LOQUE ORGANDIE for a young-girl dinner-dress that defies heat, humidity, or all air. Tiered skirt; velvet bows. $39.95

GINGHAM. An authoritatively tailored suit that's the answer to city-summer heat. Beneath, a white piqué vest. $22.75 for all

CLOTHES ON BOTH PAGES: BESE; L. S. Ayres

PERCALE Divided-skirt bathing-suit of Everfast cotton. Neither sun nor surf can daunt it. $6.95

PIQUÉ Patch-pocket tennis dress with a professional air—negligible sleeves, a small, full skirt that let you reach and race for hard shots. $10.95

BROADCLOTH. Span-clean white play-suit— for badminton, say—under a pinafore that buttons childishly down the back. $10.95

LOQUET ORGANDIE for a young-girl dinner-dress that defies heat, humidity, or all air. Tiered skirt; velvet bows. $39.95

GINGHAM. An authoritatively tailored suit that's the answer to city-summer heat. Beneath, a white piqué vest. $22.75 for all

LOQUET ORGANDIE for a young-girl dinner-dress that defies heat, humidity, or all air. Tiered skirt; velvet bows. $39.95

GINGHAM. An authoritatively tailored suit that's the answer to city-summer heat. Beneath, a white piqué vest. $22.75 for all

LOQUET ORGANDIE for a young-girl dinner-dress that defies heat, humidity, or all air. Tiered skirt; velvet bows. $39.95

GINGHAM. An authoritatively tailored suit that's the answer to city-summer heat. Beneath, a white piqué vest. $22.75 for all

LOQUET ORGANDIE for a young-girl dinner-dress that defies heat, humidity, or all air. Tiered skirt; velvet bows. $39.95

GINGHAM. An authoritatively tailored suit that's the answer to city-summer heat. Beneath, a white piqué vest. $22.75 for all